
The webinar will 

begin shortly. 

Check your Resource 

widget to preview the 

resources for today’s 

session! Use the 

Group Chat to 

introduce yourself!

Math Resource Fixer-Uppers

Core Advocates Monthly Webinar

May 6, 2020
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Introductions

Your hosts from Student 

Achievement Partners:

Pascale Joseph

Project Coordinator, 

Tools and Classroom Resources, SAP

This month’s presenters: 

Jason Zimba

Founding Partner

Student Achievement Partners

Elizabeth Meier

Innovation Development Manager

Student Achievement Partners



How many Core Advocate Webinars have you 

attended?

Please use the Questions tab on your control panel to respond.

If using a poll, please put up to 5 answer choices in the notes section below and indicate if attendees should 

choose only one response or multiple responses.
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Join Our Network!

www.achievethecore.org/ca-signup

http://www.achievethecore.org/ca-signup
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Learn More About Us!

● Contact Jennie Beltramini 

(jbeltramini@studentsachieve.net )

Joy Delizo-Osborne

(jdelizo-osborne@studentsachieve.net)

● Complete this survey to join our 

database (and mailing list): 

www.achievethecore.org/ca-signup

● Visit our website: 

www.achievethecore.org

mailto:jfann@studentsachieve.net
mailto:jdelizo-osborne@studentsachieve.net
http://www.achievethecore.org/ca-signup
http://www.achievethecore.org
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Tweet with Us!

Please feel free to tweet during and after the webinar 

using #coreadvocates

● @achievethecore

● @JennieBeltro

Click here!
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Engage with Us!

After the webinar:

– Access to recording will be emailed to you.

Take our survey in 2 weeks and receive a certificate 

verifying 1 hour of professional learning.

Question just for 

the presenters/ tech 

help

Group chat Resources 

During the webinar:
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Agenda

Introduction

The game of “Good Thing, Bad Thing, Change One Thing”

Some ways to make improvements 

Q&A

Next steps



In what grades do you work with students 

and/or teachers on mathematics?

Please use the Questions tab on your control panel to respond.

If using a poll, please put up to 5 answer choices in the notes section below and indicate if attendees should 

choose only one response or multiple responses.
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Norms for our time together

- Use the group chat to think out loud, comment on each other’s thinking, ask 
follow-up questions for Liz & myself to elevate. By the end, our list of chat 
comments should look like a transcript of a productively noisy classroom.

- Your questions and voices are welcome. Your curiosity and learning are valued. 
You can feel safe taking risks.

- We (all of us participating today) will promote each other’s positive views of 
student capabilities and high expectations for all students. We will value 
instruction that responds to and respects the value of all students’ backgrounds, 
languages, cultures, points of view, knowledge, and skills.

- We will think critically about and respond to how representation of multiple 
perspectives and identities are evident in instructional materials, taking action 
when materials are lacking in representation.

- Please use the group chat (say, with a thumbs-up or the like) to let us know you 
can embrace our norms for today!
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Agenda

Introduction

The game of “Good Thing, Bad Thing, Change One Thing”

Some ways to make improvements 

Q&A Session

Next steps
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“Good Thing, Bad Thing, Change One Thing”

How It Works



Good Thing, Bad Thing, Change One Thing: How It Works
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Good Thing, Bad Thing, Change One Thing: Your Turn!
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Good Thing, Bad Thing, Change One Thing: Your Turn!

We’ll show an image of an assignment

Take as much as 5 minutes to read it, do some of the problems

Then start chatting out your Good thing – Bad thing – Change One Things for 
this assignment as a whole

“Good - …”
“Bad - …”
“Change - …”

Jason will watch the chat and take notes to “comment on the comments”



Good, Bad,
Change One Thing: 
Your Turn!

Take as much as 5 
minutes to read, 
perhaps do some of 
the problems

Then use 
the group 
chat to start 
chatting 
out:

“Good thing - …”
“Bad thing - …”
“Change - …”



Good thing , Bad 
thing,
Change One Thing: 
Your Turn!
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Agenda

Introduction

The game of “Good Thing, Bad Thing, Change One Thing”

Some ways to make improvements 

Q&A Session

Next steps



https://achievethecore.org/page/862/under
standing-place-value-within-1000-mini-
assessment

https://achievethecore.org/page/862/understanding-place-value-within-1000-mini-assessment
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Some ways to make (small, gradual) improvements

- Challenge your students

- But don’t complicate what is simple

- Refine over time

- What are your students interested in?

- Know the good sources of problems, worksheets, 

resources

- In HS, Blend middle-grades math applications into 

assignments

- Keep a math problem notebook, or scrapbook
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Challenge your students

“Children prefer mathematical learning experiences that 
challenge their thinking and allow them to be creative in 
solving problems, responding positively to statements, 
such as, ‘I like complex problems more than easy 
problems’ and ‘I like activities that challenge my thinking 
abilities.’”

Catalyzing Change in Early Childhood and Elementary Mathematics: 
Initiating Critical Conversations (NCTM, 2020)
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(JZ)
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(JZ)
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(JZ)





If possible, 
draw a 
quadrilateral 
that isn’t one 
of the four 
types you 
named.
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(JZ)

http://jzimba.blogspot.com/2019/02/random-quadrilaterals.html

http://jzimba.blogspot.com/2019/02/random-quadrilaterals.html
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But don’t complicate what is simple



34"How I See Addition Facts," Colorado Mathematics Teacher Fall 2016

(JZ)

http://static1.squarespace.com/static/54f60ba7e4b0625e8c527330/t/57c79dad03596e87a7a0705a/1472699830328/CMT-Fall+2016k.pdf
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Calibrating on Fluency

Alongside many other goals, K-5 teaching must endow students 

with these important procedural fluencies that build steadily across 

years of schooling:

- Remembering single-digit sums and fluency with related 

differences

- Remembering single-digit products and fluency with related 

quotients

- Calculating with paper and pencil using the standard base-

ten algorithms

- Calculating mentally using algebraic thinking about numbers
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Calibrating on Fluency

What about grades 6-HS?

Time is used inefficiently if every topic is construed as a procedure, and every 
procedure is reinforced to fluency. 

Examples:
- Determining the median value of an artificial data set
- Applying volume formulas
- Factoring trinomials over the integers
- Simplifying complex rational expressions
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Calibrating on Fluency

What about grades 6-HS?

Time is used inefficiently if every topic is construed as a procedure, and 
every procedure is reinforced to fluency. 

Examples:
- Determining the median value of an artificial data set
- Applying volume formulas
- Factoring trinomials over the integers
- Simplifying complex rational expressions

In cases like the above in grades 6-HS, reams of repetitive “bite-size” problems 
consume too much time that might instead be spent in 

• Fostering student understanding of the topic (which is more durable)
• Providing students with “life-size” problems (meaningful and rewarding)
• Reinforcing procedural fluency where it actually matters (such as 

distributive property, equation solving)
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Refine over time
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(JZ)



47

(JZ)
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Refining Word Problem Assignments

Sometimes, mix it up. Reorder sentences so that the question comes first … delete the 
question sentence leaving just the “givens” and ask the student to create a question and 
answer it … ask a qualitative question (‘I spent 40% of a 12-hour trip playing video games. 
Was that more or less than 6 hours of video games?’)
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Refining Word Problem Assignments

Sometimes, mix it up. Reorder sentences so that the question comes first … delete the 
question sentence leaving just the “givens” and ask the student to create a question and 
answer it … ask a qualitative question (‘I spent 40% of a 12-hour trip playing video games. 
Was that more or less than 6 hours of video games?’)

Delete “explain” or “justify” for word problems. Instead...
For one-step word problems:

• Mostly, just pose the problem, giving space to show work. Can say something 
like, “Draw a diagram if it helps.”

• Sometimes, pose the problem and ask for an equation involving an unknown 
number. Can say something like, “Write an equation that you could solve to 
find the answer.” (Don’t really need to ask for the answer in this case.)

• Don’t bother asking for a writeup in words about a one-step word problem.
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Refining Word Problem Assignments

Sometimes, mix it up. Reorder sentences so that the question comes first … delete the 
question sentence leaving just the “givens” and ask the student to create a question and 
answer it … ask a qualitative question (‘I spent 40% of a 12-hour trip playing video games. 
Was that more or less than 6 hours of video games?’)

Delete “explain” or “justify” for word problems. Instead...
For one-step word problems:

• Mostly, just pose the problem, giving space to show work. Can say something 
like, “Draw a diagram if it helps.”

• Sometimes, pose the problem and ask for an equation involving an unknown 
number. Can say something like, “Write an equation that you could solve to 
find the answer.” (Don’t really need to ask for the answer in this case.)

• Don’t bother asking for a writeup in words about a one-step word problem.
For multi-step word problems:

• “Show your steps” is OK
• Can sometimes say:

Write a note to a classmate describing what your solution plan was.
Don’t write any numbers. “First, I…”
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Refining Word Problem Assignments

Sometimes, mix it up. Reorder sentences so that the question comes first … delete the 
question sentence leaving just the “givens” and ask the student to create a question and 
answer it … ask a qualitative question (‘I spent 40% of a 12-hour trip playing video games. 
Was that more or less than 6 hours of video games?’)

Delete “explain” or “justify” for word problems. Instead...
For one-step word problems:

• Mostly, just pose the problem, giving space to show work. Can say something 
like, “Draw a diagram if it helps.”

• Sometimes, pose the problem and ask for an equation involving an unknown 
number. Can say something like, “Write an equation that you could solve to 
find the answer.” (Don’t really need to ask for the answer in this case.)

• Don’t bother asking for a writeup in words about a one-step word problem.
For multi-step word problems:

• “Show your steps” is OK
• Can sometimes say:

Write a note to a classmate describing what your solution plan was.
Don’t write any numbers. “First, I…”
First, I added J’s flowers and L’s flowers. Then, …
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Refining Word Problem Assignments

Sometimes, mix it up. Reorder sentences so that the question comes first … delete the 
question sentence leaving just the “givens” and ask the student to create a question and 
answer it … ask a qualitative question (‘I spent 40% of a 12-hour trip playing video games. 
Was that more or less than 6 hours of video games?’)

Delete “explain” or “justify” for word problems. Instead...
For one-step word problems:

• Mostly, just pose the problem, giving space to show work. Can say something 
like, “Draw a diagram if it helps.”

• Sometimes, pose the problem and ask for an equation involving an unknown 
number. Can say something like, “Write an equation that you could solve to 
find the answer.” (Don’t really need to ask for the answer in this case.)

• Don’t bother asking for a writeup in words about a one-step word problem.
For multi-step word problems:

• “Show your steps” is OK
• Can sometimes say:

Write a note to a classmate describing what your solution plan was.
Don’t write any numbers. “First, I…”
First, I added J’s flowers and L’s flowers. Then, …
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What are your students interested in?





Prof. J. Sharif Matthews: 4Hs of belonging-
centered math instruction: Home, Hobbies, 
Hopes, and Heritage.

“For teachers who have begun to develop critical 
awareness, but don’t know where to begin 
integrating students’ culture into mathematics 
instruction, I offer this heuristic the 4Hs of 
belonging-centered math instruction: Home, 
Hobbies, Hopes, and Heritage. This heuristic offers 
four locales of meaningful connection for students. 
Home refers to consistent activities engaged at 
home or the properties of the home space (e.g., 
cooking, interactions with family, the heating bill, 
dimensions of the living room). Hobbies are 
personal activities engaged in at least once per 
week (e.g., sports teams, social media, work, smart 
phone apps/games). Hopes are personal 
aspirations, interests, or goals (e.g., desired career 
or major, making the varsity team, making my 
paycheck last all week). Heritage is a connection to 
a tradition or a people that is a source of pride 
(e.g., local celebrities in the community, Black 
female mathematicians). 

http://www.teachingworks.org/imag
es/files/TeachingWorks_Matthews.p
df

http://www.teachingworks.org/images/files/TeachingWorks_Matthews.pdf
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High school teachers: Blend middle-grades math 

applications into assignments

(JZ)

Suppose that life exists everywhere on Earth 

to within a depth of 10 miles, but not deeper 

than that. What percentage of Earth’s volume 

contains life? Try to draw an accurate scale 

diagram of a cross section of Earth showing 

the ‘living region.’
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High school teachers: Blend middle-grades math 

applications into assignments

Suppose that life exists everywhere on Earth 

to within a depth of 10 miles, but not deeper 

than that. What percentage of Earth’s 

volume contains life? Try to draw an 

accurate scale diagram of a cross section of 

Earth showing the ‘living region.’

(JZ)
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High school teachers: Blend middle-grades math 

applications into assignments

https://achievethecore.org/coherence-
map/HS/M/tasks
(some A1/M1 tasks)

https://achievethecore.org/page/701/widely-
applicable-prerequisites-for-college-and-
careers

https://achievethecore.org/coherence-map/HS/M/tasks
https://achievethecore.org/page/701/widely-applicable-prerequisites-for-college-and-careers
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(JZ)
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Know the good sources for problems, worksheets, 

resources
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Know the good sources for problems, worksheets, 

resources

What are your faves? 

Share your answers in the group chat!

(Free is best!)



Algebra by Example, https://www.serpinstitute.org/algebra-by-example

https://www.serpinstitute.org/algebra-by-example
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Keep a math problem notebook, or scrapbook
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Agenda

Introduction

The game of “Good Thing, Bad Thing, Change One Thing”

Some ways to make improvements 

Q&A Session

Next steps



Questions for Our Guests?
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Agenda

Introduction

The game of “Good Thing, Bad Thing, Change One Thing”

Some ways to make improvements 

Q&A Session

Next steps
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How you can carry the work forward

- Read the 4H article

- Evaluate Algebra by Example

- Start a math problem notebook/scrapbook

- When evaluating an assignment, try doing “Good Thing, Bad 

Thing, Change One Thing”

- Find a colleague to trade assignments – offer each other a good 

thing/bad thing/change one thing

- Tweet or email us before-and-after photos of an assignment –

tell us if your changes helped!

- Tweet or email us an assignment, and we’ll suggest a “Good 

Thing, Bad Thing, Change One Thing”

#MathFixerUpper

Email us at info@studentsachieve.net.

http://www.teachingworks.org/images/files/TeachingWorks_Matthews.pdf
https://www.serpinstitute.org/algebra-by-example
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Resource Name Link 

Join Our Network! www.achievethecore.org/ca-signup

Matthews, On Mindset and Practices for Re-

Integrating “Belonging” into Mathematics 

Instruction

http://www.teachingworks.org/images/files/Teachi

ngWorks_Matthews.pdf

Algebra By Example https://www.serpinstitute.org/algebra-by-example

Coherence Map https://achievethecore.org/coherence-

map/HS/M/tasks

Widely Applicable Prerequisites for College 

and Careers

https://achievethecore.org/page/701/widely-

applicable-prerequisites-for-college-and-careers

“How I See Addition Facts” http://static1.squarespace.com/static/54f60ba7e4b0625e8

c527330/t/57c79dad03596e87a7a0705a/1472699830328/

CMT-Fall+2016k.pdf

http://www.achievethecore.org/ca-signup
http://www.teachingworks.org/images/files/TeachingWorks_Matthews.pdf
https://www.serpinstitute.org/algebra-by-example
https://achievethecore.org/coherence-map/HS/M/tasks
https://achievethecore.org/page/701/widely-applicable-prerequisites-for-college-and-careers
http://static1.squarespace.com/static/54f60ba7e4b0625e8c527330/t/57c79dad03596e87a7a0705a/1472699830328/CMT-Fall+2016k.pdf
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Join our network!

Join a national network of 

educators 

Connect with state networks

Keep up to date on free resources, 

upcoming SAP webinars/professional 

learning opportunities, job postings 

and more!

Be a part of creating new 

tools and resources in 

partnership with SAP  
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Please Join Us!

https://achievethecore.org/ca-signup

Twitter: twitter.com/achievethecore 

Facebook: facebook.com/achievethecore

Pinterest: pinterest.com/achievethecore
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Please Join Us Again Next Month!

● Next month’s webinar: 

Reading, Learning, Growing: Creative Ideas to 

Build Knowledge and Support Literacy Across 

Subjects

● June 3, 2020 @7 P.M. ET

Register Here: 

https://event.on24.com/wcc/r/2272340/730BDB5943A

462A0A7D531C751AECF4B

https://event.on24.com/wcc/r/2272340/730BDB5943A462A0A7D531C751AECF4B


Thank You!


